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The Sense of Justice 2006-10-01
in the sense of justice distinguished legal author markus dirk dubber undertakes a critical analysis of
the sense of justice an overused yet curiously understudied concept in modern legal and political
discourse courts cite it scholars measure it presidential candidates prize it eulogists praise it
criminals lack it and commentators bemoan its loss in times of war but what is it often the sense of
justice is dismissed as little more than an emotional impulse that is out of place in a criminal justice
system based on abstract legal and political norms equally applied to all dubber argues against simple
categorization of the sense of justice drawing on recent work in moral philosophy political theory and
linguistics dubber defines the sense of justice in terms of empathy the emotional capacity that makes
law possible by giving us vicarious access to the experiences of others from there he explores the way
it is invoked considered and used in the american criminal justice system he argues that this sense is
more than an irrational emotional impulse but a valuable legal tool that should be properly used and
understood

Mirrors of Justice 2010
mirrors of justice is a groundbreaking study of the meanings of and possibilities for justice in the
contemporary world the book brings together a group of both prominent and emerging scholars to
reconsider the relationships between justice international law culture power and history through case
studies of a wide range of justice processes the book s eighteen authors examine the ambiguities of
justice in europe africa latin america asia the middle east and melanesia through critical empirical and
historical chapters the introduction makes an important contribution to our understanding of the
multiplicity of justice in the twenty first century by providing an interdisciplinary theoretical
framework that synthesizes the book s chapters with leading edge literature on human rights legal
pluralism and international law

A Theory of Justice 2009-06-30
though the revised edition of a theory of justice published in 1999 is the definitive statement of rawls
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s view so much of the extensive literature on rawls s theory refers to the first edition this reissue
makes the first edition once again available for scholars and serious students of rawls s work

Demands of Justice 2022-02-24
clark demonstrates how human rights advocates developed unique tools to oppose human rights violations
and seek justice in global politics

States of Justice 2020-07-02
this book theorizes how weaker states in the international system use the icc to advance their security
and political interests

Everyday Justice in Myanmar 2020
this volume explores how ordinary people in present day myanmar obtain justice and resolve disputes and
crimes in a time of contested transition in government politics society and the economy its empirical
questions serve as a lens to analyze the wider dynamics of state making the role of identity politics
and the constitution of authority in a country emerging from decades of military rule and civil war
based on a unique collection of ethnographic studies with ordinary people s experiences to the fore its
contributions illustrate that legal pluralism exists in urban as well as rural contexts from the cities
of yangon and mawlamyine to the naga hills the pa o self administered zone the thai refugee camps and
villages in the karen and mon states in all of these places the official state system is only one among
many avenues for people seeking resolution in criminal and civil cases indeed a common practice is to
evade the state whenever possible most people prefer local and informal resolutions and therefore the
main actors consulted in everyday justice are village elders local administrators religious leaders
spiritual actors and the justice systems or individual members of ethnic organizations prevailing are
also a range of alternative understandings of in justice misfortunes and disputes that differ from those
of the state legal system these alternatives are based on different cultural norms religious beliefs and
forms of identification despite the ongoing transition in myanmar the long history of military rule and
conflicts based on ethnic divisions continue to foster a mistrust in the state and an orientation
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towards the local in everyday justice the book explores these forms of state evasion and what it means
more broadly for state society relations in the current transition

The Idea of Justice 2009
presents an analysis of what justice is the transcendental theory of justice and its drawbacks and a
persuasive argument for a comparative perspective on justice that can guide us in the choice between
alternatives

The Two Faces of Justice 2006-05-15
justice is a human virtue that is at once unconditional and conditional under favorable circumstances we
can be motivated to act justly by the belief that we must live up to what justice requires irrespective
of whether we benefit from doing so but our will to act justly is subject to conditions we find it
difficult to exercise the virtue of justice when others regularly fail to even if we appear to have
overcome the difficulty our reluctance often betrays itself in certain moral emotions in this book jiwei
ci explores the dual nature of justice in an attempt to make unitary sense of key features of justice
reflected in its close relation to resentment punishment and forgiveness rather than pursue a search for
normative principles he probes the human psychology of justice to understand what motivates moral agents
who seek to behave justly and why their desire to be just is as precarious as it is uplifting a wide
ranging treatment of enduring questions the two faces of justice can also be read as a remarkably
discerning contribution to the western discourse on justice re launched in our time by john rawls

Handbook of Justice Research in Law 2007-05-08
justice a word of great simplicity and almost frightening scope when we were invited to edit a volume on
justice in law we joked about the small topic we had been assigned often humor masks fear and this was
certainly one of those times throughout the project we found daunting the task of covering even a
fraction of the topics that usually fall under the umbrella of justice research in law ultimately the
organization of the book emerged from the writing of it our introductory chapter provides a road map to
how the topics weave together but as is so often the case it was written last not rst it was only when
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we had chapters in hand that we began to see how the many strands of justice research might be woven
together chapters 2 4 on the basic forms of justice procedural retributive and distributive are the
lynchpin of the volume they provide the building blocks that permit us to think and write about each of
the other substantive and applied chapters in terms of how they relate to the fundamental forms of
justice in the large central section of the volume chapters 5 9 the contributors address many ways in
which the justice dimensions relate to one another most important for law is the relationship of
perceptions of procedural justice and the two types of substantive justice retributive and distributive

The Faces of Justice 2012-12
novelist sybille bedford watched courts closely and with insight in england switzerland germany austria
and france and she found stories of human frailty and impulsive action both among the defendants in
court and the judges and juries that decided their fates their tales are fascinating and resonate today
not only are the social and political differences apparent in these countries and their machinery of
crime and justice but also their historic perceptions of fairness and order are laid bare in the process
bedford recounts the interesting saga of a father on trial in germany for killing the man who repeatedly
exposed himself to the defendant s young daughter the immigrant in switzerland who swiped a watch to
impress a chambermaid the algerians in france who shot up a series of parisian cafes and the english
woman sentenced for forgetting to pay for her butter while she was distracted by sudden news that her
father was dying although this book is long recognized as an outstanding account of comparative legal
systems and criminal procedure it does not read like a dry legal study bedford focuses on the real
people involved leading to the general acclaim this classic book has enjoyed over the years

A Theory of Justice, Revised Edition 1999-09-30
previous edition 1st published in 1971

Contexts of Justice 2002-02-27
this text offers an intervention into the debate between communitarianism and liberalism it argues for a
theory of contexts of justice that leads beyond the confines of the debate as it has been understood and
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posits the possibility of a new conception of social and political justice

Thinking about Justice 2012
how do we think about justice is it an act an ideology a philosophy we are divided in our understandings
of justice between those who seek fundamental social change versus those who seek incremental change and
between those who argue that justice exists versus those who think it is a ruse between internal and
external perspectives however a promising axis of scholarship aimed at bridging these divides is
emerging thinking about justice introduces readers to these three ways of thinking about justice in a
variety of contexts including prisons policing the courts youth crime aboriginal people the media
poverty and work in the sex industry ultimately thinking about justice seeks to embrace the
potentialities of justice to explore the avenues through which justice seekers interact debate and
achieve some mode of cohesion and find a new inclusive way forward

Property and Justice 2021-03-30
this book gives an account of a full spectrum of property rights and their relationship to individual
liberty it shows that a purely deontological approach to justice can deal with the most complex
questions regarding the property system moreover the author considers the economic ecological and
technological complexities of our real world property systems the result is a more conceptually sound
account of natural rights and the property system they demand if we think that liberty should be at the
centre of justice what does that mean for the property system economists and lawyers widely agree that a
property system must be composed of many different types of property the kind of private ownership one
has over one s person and immediate possessions as well as the kinds of common ownership we each have in
our local streets as well as many more however theories of property and justice have not given anything
approaching an adequate account of the relationship between liberty and any other form of property other
than private ownership it is often thought that a basic commitment to liberty cannot really tell us how
to arrange the major complexities of the property system which diverge from simple private ownership
property and justice demonstrates how philosophical rigour coupled with interdisciplinary engagement
enables us to think clearly about how to deal with real world problems it will be of interest to
political philosophers political theorists and legal theorists working on property rights and justice
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Keeping Hold of Justice 2020-02-17
keeping hold of justice focuses on a select range of encounters between law and colonialism from the
early nineteenth century to the present it emphasizes the nature of colonialism as a distinctively
structural injustice one which becomes entrenched in the social political legal and discursive
structures of societies and thereby continues to affect people s lives in the present it charts in
particular the role of law in both enabling and sustaining colonial injustice and in recognizing and
redressing it in so doing the book seeks to demonstrate the possibilities for structural justice that
still exist despite the enduring legacies and harms of colonialism it puts forward that these
possibilities can be found through collaborative methodologies and practices such as those informing
this book that actively bring together different disciplines peoples temporalities laws and ways of
knowing they reveal law not only as a source of colonial harm but also as a potential means of keeping
hold of justice

Peace and Justice 2007-10-29
in recent years there has been a tendency to intervene in the military political and economic affairs of
failed and failing states and those emerging from violent conflict in many cases this has been
accompanied by some form of international judicial intervention to address serious and widespread abuses
of international humanitarian law and human rights in recognition of an explicit link between peace and
justice a range of judicial and non judicial approaches has been adopted in recognition of the fact that
there is no one size fits all model through which to seek accountability this book considers the merits
and drawbacks of these different responses and sets out an original framework for analysing transitional
societies and transitional justice mechanisms taking as its starting point the post second world war
tribunals at nuremburg and tokyo the book goes on to discuss the creation of ad hoc international
tribunals in the 1990s hybrid mixed courts the international criminal court domestic trials truth
commissions and traditional justice mechanisms with examples drawn from across the world including the
former yugoslavia rwanda cambodia timor leste sierra leone uganda and the drc it presents a compelling
and comprehensive study of the key responses to war crimes peace and justice is a timely contribution in
a world where an ever increasing number of post conflict societies are grappling with the complex issues
of transitional justice it will be a valuable resource for students scholars practitioners and policy
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makers seeking to understand past violations of human rights and the most effective ways of addressing
them

Miscarriages of Justice 1999
the authors examine the various steps within the criminal justice system which have resulted in the
conviction of the innocent and suggest remedies as to how miscarriages might be avoided in the future
the contributors comprise academics campaigners and practitioners

Forms of Justice 2002-10-28
a distinguished group of political philosophers takes miller s theory as a starting point and debates
whether justice takes one form or many drawing real world implications from theories of justice and
examining in depth social justice national justice and global justice this book falls on the cutting
edge of the latest developments in political theory

Evidence, Respect and Truth 2022-11-03
can we rely solely on statistics when we judge what is true and just this book takes a holistic approach
to addressing this question it considers the legal trial as its paradigmatic case study before analysing
a wide range of different cases including profiling the use of algorithms to predict students grades and
the authorisation of automated cars the book suggests that when we make judgements about the truth or
about justice approximations are not good enough truth and justice are uncompromising they must be so
because the value that underlies them both is respect and respect takes no compromise thus in the search
for truth as in the search for justice a body of evidence that imposes a statistical compromise will not
do only evidence that in principle allows reaching the truth and doing justice is good evidence once
such evidence has been traced the burden is on us to make good use of the evidence and reach truth and
justice we might or might not succeed but once we have done our best on evidence that allows success our
judgements are justified and as such they can resolve conflicts over the truth and over justice
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Triumph of Justice 2016-05-31
after the white bronco after the bloody glove after the media frenzy and the verdict that set o j
simpson free daniel petrocelli came to pick up the pieces outraged by the disastrous miscarriage of
justice the family of murder victim ronald goldman sought justice in civil court their last chance to go
after simpson to represent them they hired petrocelli a respected attorney who had never before tried a
criminal case in order to win the case petrocelli would have to prove that o j simpson was a killer the
physical evidence connecting simpson to the murders was rock solid but in the criminal trial evidence
was not enough to bring the families justice petrocelli would have to do something that the district
attorney had not been able to do confront o j simpson face to face called the best book on the subject
by the san francisco chronicle triumph of justice is the definitive account of the simpson murders and
their aftermath in the long twisted history of the trial of the century daniel petrocelli has the final
word

Philosophy of Justice 2014-09-10
this book presents surveys of significant trends in contemporary philosophy contributing authors explore
themes relating to justice including natural rights equality freedom democracy morality and cultural
traditions key movements and thinkers are considered ranging from ancient greek philosophy roman and
christian traditions to the development of muslim law enlightenment perspectives and beyond authors
discuss important works including those of aristotle ibn khaldun john locke immanuel kant and mary
wollstonecraft readers are also invited to examine hegel and the foundation of right karl marx as a
utopian socialist and the works of paul ricœur amongst the wealth of perspectives presented in this book
through these chapters readers are able to explore the relationship of the state to justice and consider
the rights of the individual and the role of law contributions presented here discuss concepts including
sharia law freedom in the community and libertarian anarchism readers may follow accounts of justice in
the scottish enlightenment and consider fairness social justice and the concept of injustice the surveys
presented here show different approaches and a variety of interpretations each contribution has its own
bibliography
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The United States Department of Justice 1947
the first book length systematic examination of how teachings are used in practice in international law

The Application of Teachings by the International Court of Justice
2021-03-04
is killing sometimes morally required is the free market fair it is sometimes wrong to tell the truth
what is justice and what does it mean these and other questions are at the heart of michael sandel s
justice considering the role of justice in our society and our lives he reveals how an understanding of
philosophy can help to make sense of politics religion morality and our own convictions breaking down
hotly contested issues from abortion euthanasia and same sex marriage to patriotism dissent and
affirmative action sandel shows how the biggest questions in our civiv life can be broken down and
illuminated through reasoned debate justice promises to take readers of all ages and political
persuasions on an exhilarating journey to confront controversies in a fresh and enlightening way

Justice 2009-09-24
the international court of justice is the principal judicial organ of the united nations and epitomizes
the very notion of international judicial institution yet it decides inter state disputes only with the
parties consent this makes it more similar to international arbitral tribunals than other international
courts however the permanent nature of the court the predetermination of procedural rules by the statute
and the rules of court the public character of proceedings the opportunity for third states to intervene
in a case under articles 62 and 63 of the statute and the court s role as the principal judicial organ
of the united nations mark a structural difference between the icj and non institutionalized
international arbitral tribunals this book analyses if and to what extent these features have influenced
the approach of the icj and of the pcij before it to its own judicial function and have led it to depart
from the principles established in international arbitration
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The International Court of Justice 2014-06-23
this unifying proposal for understanding distributive justice discourse across cultures sheds light on
how best to understand political philosophy

On Justice 2020-09-10
against all odds bobbi logan a statuesque transgender woman has become one of chicago s most celebrated
hair stylists and the owner of one of the city s poshest salons she is finally comfortable with who she
is widely admired in her community about to enjoy the success she deserves then her impossibly perfect
life falls apart in the space of a few weeks the great recession drags her business to the brink of
failure her beloved ex wife needs help in facing a terrible tragedy and a hateful police detective
storms back into her life determined to convict her of the five year old murder of john strand pillar of
the community and a sexual predator as the detective builds an ever more convincing case against her
both of them will be shaken by revelations about themselves about their own deeply held secrets and
about the bizarre ritual murder of john strand

A Kind of Justice 2016-10-04
hope scott she s a beautiful new york heiress who will do anything for love including pulling strings
with a ruthless power broker to advance her husband s judicial career but she doesn t know the hidden
price a blackmail the rape of her trust fund and perhaps the ruin of her marriage judge paul murray he
fought his way up from his working class irish roots to the federal bench tough and honest dedicated to
the law he relishes sitting on the case before to rival some of america s biggest corporate takeovers
the heart of justice the outcome is worth billions the tactics cutthroat and suddenly with the
threatened exposure of a ruinous secret everything paul cares about is on the line his marriage his
career his reputation now faced with choices he never thought he d have to make he must confront what
truly lies at the heart of justice with lighting dialogue and authentic courtroom action william j
coughlin former prosecutor and bestselling author of in the presence of enemies and shadow of a doubt
spins another superb legal thriller filled with emotions on the fire intellects at war and an outcome
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exploding with excitement and surprise

The Heart of Justice 1995
when we compromise on justice we accept or acquiesce to an arrangement that we judge to be unjust or at
least not fully just such arrangements are often described as constituting a modus vivendi what reasons
could we have to accept a modus vivendi thereby compromising on justice given the fact of disagreement
on justice this is an important but rather neglected question in political philosophy one possible
answer inspired by john rawls is that compromising on justice is only justified if this nonetheless
brings us as close to ideal justice as possible under given circumstances the most straightforward way
to take issue with this answer is to present other reasons to compromise on justice the articles in this
book explore epistemic reasons and those that stem from values besides justice like democracy peace
toleration and non subjugation this book thereby sheds some light on the relevance of compromising for
the legitimacy of institutional arrangements this book was previously published as a special issue of
the critical review of social and political philosophy

Compromising on Justice 2020-05-21
the international court of justice is the principal judicial organ of the united nations and plays a
central role in both the peaceful settlement of international disputes and the development of
international law this first ever comprehensive commentary on the statute of the internationalcourt of
justice analyses in detail not only the statute of the court itself but also the related provisions of
the united nations charter as well as the relevant provisions of the court s rules of procedure the
commentary provides a comprehensive overview and analysis of all legal questions and issues the court
has had to address in the past and will have to address in the future it illuminates the central issues
of procedure and substance that the court and counsel appearing before it face in theirday to day work
in addition to commentary covering all of the articles of the statute of the icj plus the relevant
articles of the charter of the united nations the book includes three scene setting chapters historical
introduction general principles of procedural law and discontinuation and withdrawal the combination of
expert editors and commentators and the central importance of the work of the icj will make this a
landmark publication in the field of international law
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The Statute of the International Court of Justice 2006
experience the spectacle of the amer legal system through a renowned courtroom artist features more than
100 full color repro of artwork of 30 sensational cases covers infamous trials from the downfall of john
gotti to the trial of would be presidential assassin john hinckley from the conviction of martha stewart
to the sean puffy combs weapons possession trial experience the legal battles of subway vigilante
bernhard goetz long island lolita amy fisher david son of sam berkowitz the child custody war between
woody allen mia farrow many others also includes trial summaries a celebrity gallery depicting the
courtroom appearances of mick jagger yoko ono paul newman caroline kennedy donald trump many others

Art of Justice 2008-04
the grandson of a klansman who engineered the landmark civil suit that bankrupted the ku klux klan
recounts the story of his battles against racism in the new south

A Season for Justice 1991
an in depth analysis of the remedies of international law used by the international court of justice to
resolve inter state disputes

Remedies before the International Court of Justice 2021-03-11
the new york times bestseller simply utterly brilliant bursting with humility and humanity the secret
barrister an elegant philosophical and at times moving memoir of what it is like to serve as america s
most high profile legal official financial times multi million dollar fraud terrorism mafia criminality
russian espionage as united states attorney for the southern district of new york preet bharara
prosecuted some of the most high profile cases in america in doing justice he takes us inside america s
criminal justice system to deliver a powerful meditation on justice what it is who dispenses it how it
works and what the law can teach us about thinking and acting justly in our own lives
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Doing Justice 2019-03-19
uses the eu treaty framework to re assess the legitimacy of the court of justice s institutional role in
european integration

The Court of Justice of the European Union as an Institutional Actor
2018-07-19
this open access book helps readers combine history politics and ethics to address the most pressing
problem facing the world today environmental survival in a climate of justice marvin brown connects the
environmental crisis to basic questions of economic social and racial justice brown shows how our
current social climate maintains systemic injustices and he uncovers resources for change through a
civic ethics of repair and reciprocity a must read for researchers and educators in the area of
environmental ethics and those teaching courses in the fields of public policy and environmental
sustainability with the support of more than 30 libraries the lyrasis united nations sustainable
development goals fund has enabled this publication related to sdg13 climate action to be available
fully open access

A Climate of Justice: An Ethical Foundation for Environmentalism
2022-01-01
economic analysis of law is an interesting and challenging attempt to employ the concepts and reasoning
methods of modern economic theory so as to gain a deeper understanding of legal problems according to
richard a posner it is the role of the law to encourage market competition and where the market fails
because transaction costs are too high to simulate the result of competitive markets this would maximize
economic efficiency and social wealth in this work the lawyer and economist klaus mathis critically
appraises posner s normative justification of the efficiency paradigm from the perspective of the
philosophy of law posner acknowledges the influences of adam smith and jeremy bentham whom he views as
the founders of normative economics he subscribes to smith s faith in the market as an ideal allocation
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model and to bentham s ethical consequentialism finally aligning himself with john rawls s contract
theory he seeks to legitimize his concept of wealth maximization with a consensus theory approach in his
interdisciplinary study the author points out the possibilities as well as the limits of economic
analysis of law it provides a method of analysing the law which while very helpful is also rather
specific the efficiency arguments therefore need to be incorporated into a process for resolving value
conflicts in a democracy this must take place within the political decision making process in this
clearly written work klaus mathis succeeds in making even non economists more aware of the economic
aspects of the law

Efficiency Instead of Justice? 2009-03-18
written by a group of distinguished philosophers the foundations of philosophy series aims to exhibit
some of the main problems in the various fields of philosophy at the present stage of philosophical
inquiry this book is written from the viewpoint that although justice is the most important concept in
political philosophy it is also one of the most contested concepts in philosophy coverage begins with an
overview of the concept of justice arguing that justice is a vital part of political philosophy which in
turn is part of moral philosophy the book outlines an objectivist view of moral philosophy which holds
that moral principles have universal validity the material presents a philosophical map to navigate the
plethora of confusing competing theories and concepts regarding the importance of justice the author
distinguishes between formal and material concepts of justice and discusses the related issues of
comparative noncomparative justice and distributive versus commutative justice

Justice 2016-09-13
in quest of justice provides the first full account of the establishment and workings of a new kind of
state in egypt in the modern period drawing on groundbreaking research in the egyptian archives this
highly original book shows how the state affected those subject to it and their response illustrating
how shari a was actually implemented how criminal justice functioned and how scientific medical
knowledges and practices were introduced khaled fahmy offers exciting new interpretations that are
neither colonial nor nationalist moreover he shows how lower class egyptians did not see modern
practices that fused medical and legal purposes in new ways as contrary to islam this is a major
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contribution to our understanding of islam and modernity

In Quest of Justice 2023-02-07
the link between justice and climate change is becoming increasingly prominent in public debates on
climate policy this clear and concise philosophical introduction to climate justice addresses the hot
topic of climate change as a moral challenge using engaging everyday examples the authors address the
core arguments by providing a comprehensive and balanced overview of this heated debate enabling
students and practitioners to think critically about the subject area and to promote discussion on
questions such as why do anything in the face of climate change how much do we owe our descendants a
better world or nothing at all how should we distribute the burden of climate action between
industrialized and developing countries should i adopt a green lifestyle even if no one else makes an
effort which means of reducing emissions are permissible should we put hope in technological solutions
should we re design democratic institutions for more effective climate policy with chapter summaries
illustrative examples and suggestions for further reading this book is an ideal introduction for
students in political philosophy applied ethics and environmental ethics as well as for practitioners
working on one of the most urgent issues of our time

Climate Justice 2016-09-19
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